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Modular stimuli-responsive hydrogel
sealants for early gastrointestinal leak
detection and containment
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Fabian H. L. Starsich1,2, Bernhard Weisse 7, Vaclav Liska4,5,
Andrea A. Schlegel8,9,10, Mikhail G. Shapiro 3,11 & Inge K. Herrmann 1,2

Millions of patients every year undergo gastrointestinal surgery. While often
lifesaving, sutured and stapled reconnections leak in around 10% of cases.
Currently, surgeons rely on the monitoring of surrogate markers and clinical
symptoms, which often lack sensitivity and specificity, hence only offering
late-stage detection of fully developed leaks. Here, we present a holistic
solution in the form of a modular, intelligent suture support sealant patch
capable of containing and detecting leaks early. The pH and/or enzyme-
responsive triggerable sensing elements can be read out by point-of-need
ultrasound imaging. We demonstrate reliable detection of the breaching of
sutures, in as little as 3 hours in intestinal leak scenarios and 15minutes in
gastric leak conditions. This technology paves the way for next-generation
suture support materials that seal and offer disambiguation in cases of ana-
stomotic leaks based on point-of-need monitoring, without reliance on com-
plex electronics or bulky (bio)electronic implantables.

Every year approximately 14 million people undergo abdominal sur-
gery worldwide. These operations consist of the resection of diseased
or unwanted tissue and the reconnection of the healthy remainders
with sutures or staples. While these procedures are lifesaving for a
multitude of diseases, ranging from tumor resections to weight loss
inducing gastric bypass, they also carry significant risks. These threats
are associated with the leaking of digestive or microbially active fluids
through sutured or stapled anastomotic reconnections, days after a

successful surgery and can vastly delay recovery1. Such anastomotic
leakages are one of the most dreaded complications following
abdominal surgery with reported incidence rates ranging from 4 to
21%2, depending on the patient’s condition and the surgeon’s
experience3. Reported mortality rates for patients suffering from
anastomotic leaks range from 6 to 27%4. In the much-feared progres-
sion to septic peritonitis caused by the leaking of the bacteria-
containing intestinal fluid, mortality rates as high as 50% have been
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reported5. Such complications make the treatment of gastrointestinal
anastomotic leaks especially costly (+30k USD per case), lengthy
(+10 days in hospital) and complex6.

To determine or infer leaking of sutured reconnections, surgeons
rely on a vast array of criteria and equipment with relatively poor
sensitivity and specificity. Such criteria include the assessment of
manifested clinical symptoms such as tachycardia, hyperthermia, and
oliguria once developed to a detectable extent. Additionally, they
include the measurement of surrogate markers, such as C-reactive
protein monitoring7 and can extend to the assessment of the mental
status of patients andmore8. All the aforementioned criteria are highly
indicative only after leak induced deteriorations have taken hold and
the condition has become symptomatic. Thus, despite best efforts, the
early (before severe clinical symptoms arise) and unambiguous iden-
tification of a gastrointestinal anastomotic leak remains challenging,
while also presents itself as a seminal bottleneck in the fight against
leak-relatedmortality9,10. To impart greater safety during rehabilitation
and enhance patient monitoring methods, the installation of semi-
permanent drains11 following surgery and for the duration of recovery
is commonplace. Additionally, the diversion of tissues containing
digestive content to the exterior surface of the abdomen (temporary
stomas)12, are widely used measures in the struggle against digestive
leaks. These measures, thus, underline both the gravity of potential
complications from an anastomotic leak, as well as the inexistence of
adequate technologies for early detection of deteriorations at the level
of the operation site and patient.

Material innovations at the level of staplers and suture supports
aim in the first place at preventing the site from leaking as well as
supporting the healing of the sutured tissue. However, despite several
surgical adhesives and sealants on themarket, clinical success of these
products is vastly limited in the case of gastrointestinal anastomotic
leaks13. Tachosil14, a widely used suture support in reconnections
within the abdominal area, presents little benefits in the case of
abdominal anastomotic leaks as fibrin-based materials are prone to
digestion15. Numerous adhesive technologies and patches were
recently developed with the prospect of sealing tissues in
various places of the body. Such technologies have been designed
leveraging N-hydroxy succinimide interface activation16,17, dopamine
coordination18, layering and folding19 and more20,21. While key metrics
of tissue sealant performance such as tissue adhesion and bio-
compatibility are central focal points for researchers22, the perfor-
mance of these materials is only rarely assessed while in contact with
active and digestive effluents (including intestinal content containing
bacteria, intestinal fluid and bile). Additionally, contemporary tissue
adhesives only have limited ability to support the healing23 while at the
same time completely lack appropriate monitoring capabilities. First
attempts into suture monitoring (absent of sealant properties) have
most recently been undertaken, however, these fail to offer leak con-
tainment and rely on implanted electronic pledgets and bulky radio-
frequency setups, which require significant engineering before clinical
translation can even be considered24.

The present work reports on the design and application of the
first-of-its-kind gastrointestinal leak sensing hydrogel sealant, capable
of incorporating both therapeutic and monitoring elements within its
structure thanks to itsmodular design. The biocompatible and layered
patch adhesive, grafts on tissue in a tissue-compatible way based on a
mutually interpenetrating network (mIPN) traversing the hydrogel
patchand the tissue simultaneously, ensuring leak containment and in-
patch ultrasound contrast changes for swift detection of impending
leaks. The employed hydrogel networks are thus selected not only to
assure residence of the sealant in place under most demanding con-
ditions but also to enable monitoring capabilities of sutured recon-
nections and for the early recognition leaks directly on various tissues
of interest of the gastrointestinal tract. Sensing of the described leaks
ismadepossible using twodistinct types of sensing elements, namely a

pH-responsive agar matrix and/or the incorporation of enzyme-
responsive echogenic sensing entities into a soft polyacrylamide
matrix. The deployment of sensing elements activating or de-
activating in an enzymatic or pH triggered manner, respectively,
showcases the potential for disambiguation in the detection of ana-
stomotic leaks, early in their development trajectory. Taken together,
we herein introduce smart surgical sealants that remain firmly
attached to the tissue even under harsh digestive conditions, and
feature integrated leak-sensing capabilities, enabling inexpensive,
point-of-need monitoring, accessible using a smartphone-operated
ultrasound probe, allowing prognosis of impending digestive leaks.

Results
Design of the gastrointestinal anastomotic leak patches with
integrated sensing elements
The envisaged application of the leak-detecting hydrogel sealant
patch, during a resection and anastomosis surgery, enabling the non-
invasive post-operative monitoring of the anastomotic site, is illu-
strated in Fig. 1a. Firm and durable tissue adhesion of the hydrogel
sealant under conditions of leak is imparted to the systemby the use of
a mutually interpenetrating network (mIPN). This firm adhesion under
digestive conditions enables the detection of leaks before these even
develop. The mIPN immobilized sealant contains carefully selected
sensing elements in order to offer unique monitoring capabilities and
detection of leaks using easily accessible ultrasound imaging. The
molecularmake-up, geometry and application of the layered hydrogel
patches is displayed in Fig. 1b. The hydrogel patches are prepared
using free radical polymerization, layer upon layer and are highly
modular in character and architecture. Layers and matrix properties
were chosen in order to allow both optimal functioning of the sensing
elements and assure optimal sealing, simultaneously. More specifi-
cally, the patches are composed of an outermost non-adhesive back-
ing. This latter is fused with an adhesive layer which houses sensing
elements (in a pattern of choice) and may also comprise therapeutic
elements contained within the same layer (Fig. 1c). The non-adhesive
backing is made of a 50wt% poly(N-hydroxylethyl acrylamide)
(PNHEA) hydrogel for the avoidance of post-surgical adhesions25. The
adhesive part, consisting of superabsorbent polyanionic polymer
poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid) sodium salt
(PAMPS)26 at 50wt% forms the tissue contact layer. Thanks to PAMPS
this latter layer is highly extensible (vide infra) and provides an initial
adhesive contactwith the tissue thanks to its highly charged character.
Within the PAMPS contact layer, localized sensing elements capable of
scattering ultrasound either due to their intrinsic nature as hydrogel-
dispersed sensing materials (i.e: gas vesicles) or upon creation of
scattering gas bubbles following contact with gastrointestinal fluid,
were explored. We present herein, two types of conceptually distinct
sensing elements: (i) enzymatically digestible gas-filled proteinaceous
structures (gas vesicles derived from Halobacterium salinarum
(termed Halo GVs)27, for TurnOFF sensing) and (ii) matrix dissolved
acid-reactive sodium bicarbonate (for TurnON sensing). These mate-
rials are respectively embedded either in a soft acrylamide matrix in
the case of gas vesicles, or in a 2wt% agar matrix. In the first case
polyacrylamide allows the biologically derived gas vesicles to avoid
instant degradation due to matrix conditions (in sharp contrast to
other matrices) while at the same time allows for the maintenance of
distinguishable ultrasound signal in conditions absent of digestive
enzymes. In the second case, agar, a highly porous macromolecular
network, allows the accumulation of CO2 gas bubbles, after contact
with gastric pH effluents and within the patch’s structure, resulting in
an efficient and readily observable ultrasound signal, all while main-
taining integrity under normal physiological conditions. Taken toge-
ther, the modularity of the layered synthesis even allows for the
optional incorporation of therapeutic elements such as antimicrobial
materials or compounds, properties imparted to the system following
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the illustrative embedding of ZnO28 nanoparticles or gentamycin in a
20wt% polyacrylamide hydrogel.

The prepared double-layer, sensing element loaded, sealant pat-
ches are then attached to target tissues using a mutually inter-
penetrating network technology (mIPN), which firmly anchors the
sealant patch on the tissue and enables long lasting adhesion and leak
avoidance under harshest digestive conditions. Here, the mutually
interpenetrating network precursor consists of a solution of 33wt%
N-acryloyl glycinamide (NAGA) and a visible light initiator Lithium
phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP), in which the pre-
made layered hydrogel (containing the sensing elements) is soaked
prior to the attachment to tissue.

Upon patch application to the tissue of interest, the constituents
in the anchoring monomer solution form a mutually interpenetrating
network (mIPN) after light irradiation. The formednetwork transverses
both the hydrogel patch and the tissue, joining them together. In
contrast to our recent earlier work15, where mIPN composition was
tailored to maximize chemical interactions with the tissue, the herein
exploredmIPN system showcases the use of PNAGA, a widely explored
non-adhesive polymer29–31, in the role of a uniquely stable and robust
tissue adhesion network. Additionally its use allows the anchoring to
occur in absence of crosslinkers31 and potentially harmful UV light32,33

all whilemaintaining integrity and functioning of sensing elements and

modalities. As such, the attachment of the prepared hydrogel patches
via a mIPN assures the long-term high-performance grafting of the
sealant to tissues (>24 h direct contact with simulated intestinal fluid
(SIF) or simulated gastric fluid (SGF), see Fig. S1). These properties
overall being achieved by harnessing the synergistic effect15 between
the intrinsic properties of each functional layer (swelling, porosity etc)
and those of the tissue interface, all together amounting to chemical
interactions (electrostatic, hydrophobic etc.) and mechanical fixation
(vide infra). The tissue anchoring strategy based on a PNAGA mIPN
allows, as a result, the versatile application of the patch to various
tissues of the abdominal cavity such as the stomach, small intestine
and colon, without compromising sensory or adhesive performance
under digestive conditions. All together amounting to a material spe-
cifically engineered for leakprotection anddetection, for tissues of the
entire abdominal cavity (Fig. 1d).

Tissue adhesion to abdominal cavity tissues via PNAGA mIPN
After application to tissues, adhesion energies of the attached patches
are measured using a T-peel setup (Fig. 2a), energies of comparable
range to first generationmIPN adhesives (124 ± 21 vs. 92 ± 24 J/m2)15 are
observed, indicating a formulation with comparable performance but
substantially improved biocompatibility for intestinal tissue. Interest-
ingly, the second generation layered hydrogel system not only yields

Fig. 1 | Smart sealant patch design. a Envisaged application of the leak-detecting
sealant hydrogel patches enabling non-invasive postoperative surveillance of
anastomoses using port-able, pocket handheld ultrasound probes (cross denotes
high mortality of developed sepsis). b Composition of the layered-leak detecting
sealant hydrogel patch, composed of a non-adhesive backing (PNHEA), adhesive
suture support layer (PAMPS), sensing elements (TurnOFF sens-ing elements
comprising enzyme-digestible gas vesicles or TurnON elements comprising pH-
reactive sodium bicarbonate) attached to tissue via the formation of a mutually
interpenetrating network (mIPN). b-I Application of the as-prepared hydrogel
patch, which is incubated in a 33wt% NAGA monomer/water solution containing
LAP initiator (b-II) and finally is attached to tissue using visible light to form an

mIPN (lightning denotes light) (b-III). c As-prepared hy-drogels, manufactured in
various shapes, exhibit discrete layers and compartments, namely adhesive sup-
port (light blue arrow), non-adhesive backing (dark blue arrow), TurnOFF Halo gas
vesicles sensing elements (5 µL 20 vol%, orange arrow) and 2.5mg/mL ZnO in
PAAm an-tibacterial elements (green arrow). d Illustration showcasing gastro-
intestinal organs and the application of the hydrogel patches containing sensing
elements (orange arrow) on the outer lining of porcine stomach, small intestine
and colon, each closing a 4mm defect (black arrow). Figure wide color coding:
light blue—adhesive support, dark blue—non-adhesive backing, yellow—Turn-OFF
sensing element, purple—TurnON sensing element, turquoise green—mIPN.
Figure 1a, b, d has been created using biorender.com.
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Fig. 2 | Characterization of tissue adhesion and mIPN. a Adhesion energy in the
T-peel setup of the double-layered hydrogel patches after application to porcine
small intestine, stom-ach and colon and corresponding PNHEA backing adhesion
energies. n = 3 (independent ex-periments). Data shown as mean ± standard
deviation. b Representative tensile strength curves of individual and fully assem-
bled components of the hydrogel sealant. c Tensile stress of different components
of the layered hydrogel system and stress modulation of PNAGA mIPN following
incubation in various biological fluids. n = 3 (independent experiments). Data
shown as mean± standard deviation. d Assessment of the mutually interpenetrat-
ing network charac-ter by vibrational spectroscopy. Sampling locations are indi-
cated in red rectangles. e FTIR measurements (location ①) indicating PNAGA
traversing in the PAMPS layer by comparison of PAMPS support as prepared and
PAMPS support side after mIPN attachment. Dotted lines indicate 1039 cm-1 (S-O),

1183 cm-1(PAMPS characteristic peak), 1557 cm-1, 1633 cm-1 char-acteristic amide
peaks of PNAGA35. f Raman spectromicroscopy (location ②) and corre-sponding k-
means clustering maps and spectra of histological sections of patch sealed small
porcine intestine. Peakmapsof the phenylalanine peak (1003 cm−1) unique to tissue
and a PNAGA peak (860 cm−1) unique to themIPN are displayed along with cluster 1
(biological tis-sue, in blue), cluster 2 PNAGA mIPN (polymer-rich, in red), and the
overlay. Map of native in-testine (location ③, overlayed tissue cluster in blue, sub-
strate cluster in green). Corresponding Raman spectra of the different clusters and
pure materials (PNAGA mIPN, PAMPS support and PHEA backing) for reference.
Figure wide color coding: intense red—fully applied patch using PNAGA mIPN,
orange—PNAGAmIPN, red shading—PNAGAmIPN under different biological fluids,
dark blue—non-adhesive backing, light blue—PAMPS adhesive support. Figure 2a, d
has been created using biorender.com.
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even higher adhesion energies at the level of the colon and stomach
tissues (134 J/m2 and 229 J/m2 respectively), but also exhibits minimal
adhesive properties from the as intended non-adhesive side (backing).
This illustrates the suitability and potential of the sealant technology at
addressing leak prone reconnections at the level of multiple tissues of
the abdominal cavity all while indicating minimal adjacent tissue
interactions of the backing.

The tensile investigation of the developped layered hydrogel
system further shines light on the role and synergy of each of the
components of the layered sealant (Fig. 2b). While the PAMPS support
layer is highly extensible and soft (strain: 967 ± 56%, stress: 169 ± 12 Pa),
its combination with a PNHEA backing restricts the resulting pre-
application patches extensibility while yielding a reinforced double
sided patch (strain: 551 ± 78%, stress: 554 ± 71 Pa). Following applica-
tion and attachment of the patches using a PNAGA mIPN yields a
drastic enhancement in tensile strength, comparable to that of the
PNAGA mIPN alone (4515 ± 1033 Pa vs. 5245 ± 210 Pa). In this way, a
material that is multifunctional, mechanically compatible and stably
adhered to tissue is created. Interestingly, the maintenance of high
tensile strength is largely retained even after 24 h incubation in various
digestive fluids (see Fig. 2c). This further supports the pivotal role of
the chosen mIPN as a robust anchorage within the superficial tissue
layers (serosa, see also Fig. S2), especially when in direct contact with
strongly digestive effluents and under conditions where all other
available tissue adhesion strategies, including the ones based on
mucoadhesion, fail.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the presence and mutually inter-
penetrating network character of PNAGA inside the hydrogel patch
following application, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
andRaman spectromicroscopywere employed (Fig. 2d–f). Resultingly,
the traversing character of the connecting network is elucidated in its
entirety. On the one hand, the interpenetration of PNAGA, with the
PAMPS support layer network is made evident by a decrease in
intensity of peaks at the 1039 cm−1 and 1183 cm−1 level (corresponding
respectively to the sulfonic groups and characteristic peak34,35) but also
thanks to a pronounced increase in the corresponding amide func-
tionality peaks (Fig. 2e).

After confirming the interpenetration of PNAGAnetworks into the
premade hydrogel patch, Raman spectromicroscopy not only pro-
vided clear proof for the extensionof PNAGAnetwork into the tissue, it
also allowed quantification of the extent of the penetration into the
serosa of different tissues (stomach [64 ± 4 µm] >colon [49 ± 10 µm] >
small intestine [35 ± 4 µm]). Expectedly, PAMPS and PNHEA were not
found within the tissue despite making up the adhesive and backing
layer of the sealant patch, in this way confirming the nature of the
anchoring network and the discrete character of each layer. Thus,
these two observations (based on Raman and FTIR) provide evidence
in support of the interlocking and bridging character of the mIPNs,
proving the mutual character of the interpenetration, and underlining
a fine correlation between network-tissue penetration depth and pre-
viously described adhesion energies.

Patch layer synergy and properties upon exposure to
gastrointestinal fluids
Further investigation into a sealant patch cross-section using scanning
electronmicroscopy (SEM), shines light on thedefectless joiningof the
various layers and different compartments into a single material
(Fig. 3a). More specifically, in backscattering mode, one can distin-
guish the different contrasts between the backing and the adhesive
support imparted by the presence of sodium salt in the adhesion layer.
Moreover, the location of the ZnO containing element is easily iden-
tifiable thanks to its hemispherical shape, high z-contrast and a com-
positionwhichwas confirmedby energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDXS, see Fig. S3). Importantly, all interfaces indicate a smooth
interlocking and clear compartmentalization resulting from the layer

by layer synthesis and as such presents no visible voids, cracks or
otherwise weak points at the level of interpenetration between the
backing and adhesion layer or between the adhesion layer and the ZnO
compartment.

Further investigation into the collaborative behavior of those
layers is performed by employing a 1 g patch (diameter 2 cm) to
protect a 4mmhole from the leakage of 7 g of enzyme rich simulated
intestinal fluid (see Fig. S1). This setup, consisting of a patch attached
to a model tissue allows the observation of the material’s behavior
when exposed to relevant biological fluids under most-demanding
(open hole) and well standardized conditions. It showcases the
dynamic behavior of the PAMPS layer (Fig. 3b). This latter absorbs
intestinal fluid that makes its way to the patch and gives rise to a
highly porous (suture) support contact layer, while the backing
retains a smooth and non-altered structure, acting as a non-adhesive
sealant.

The swelling properties of the PAMPS support layer, PNHEA
backing, PNAGA mIPN as well as the whole patch as applied, were
further studied in the presence of simulated intestinal fluid (Fig. 3c) as
well as that of simulated gastric fluid, bile and phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) (see Fig. S4) as a function of time. From those it can be observed
that PAMPS, as expected, acts as a superabsorbent network36, when
alone. When traversed by aminimally swellable (in all biological fluids)
PNAGA network, swelling overall is drastically reduced and thus
brought to lower non-unitary levels, confirming the increase in stiff-
ness observed after application of the patch due to the presence of the
PNAGAmIPN (see Figure S5). This exhibited property underlines firstly
the stability imparted to the overall network by the presenceof PNAGA
as well as the maintained ability of the suture support layer to absorb
biological fluids and consequently allow digestive substances within
the patch. The same properties also allow the introduction of ther-
apeutics (such as antimicrobial37,38 ZnO nanoparticles, see Fig. S6 for
characterization data), while importanly, enable trigger-responsive
ultrasound sensing elements that activate or de-activate based on the
biological fluid in contact with the layered sealant. Interestingly, in the
case of the optional addition of a therapeutic element, the use of a
polyacrylamide matrix within the PAMPS suture support layer allows
for the stimuli-responsive release of Zn2+, a known antibacterial ion39,
depending on the biological fluid in contact with the patch, or, alter-
natively, integration of antimicrobial small molecule drugs, such as
gentamycin (see Fig. 3d).

Enzyme and pH-responsive echogenic sensing elements
Importantly, the insertion of trigger-responsive ultrasound probeswas
envisioned to allow early detection of leaking bodily fluids. Towards
that end, protein-basedgas vesicles (GVs)were investigatedbecauseof
their longlasting signal stability as well as their ability to alter their
echogenic and optical signal following digestion. This latter resulted in
a loss of signal intensity following decomposition by enzymes of the
intestinal tract (e.g. pancreatin, see Fig. S7). Alternatively, physico-
chemical properties of biologicalfluids such as as pH can be harnessed
in order to react inorganic carbonates, leading to the formation of
echogenic CO2 bubbles if entrapped in a gel matrix. Both approaches
result in a detectable change in ultrasound scattering properties.
These sensing elements are termed “TurnOFF” or “TurnON”, depend-
ing on whether the exposure to the respective body fluid leads to a
decreaseor an increase inultrasoundcontrast. Figure 3ddemonstrates
the working principle of an enzyme-responsive TurnOFF element,
where as-prepared prokaryotic organism-derived gas vesicles (dervied
from Halobacterium salinarum and termed Halo GVs) embedded in
polyacrylamide hydrogels were incubated in either PBS or SIF,
respectively. The as-prepared gas vesicle-containing hydrogels, while
when incubated in phyisological conditions mimicking peritoneal
fluid, remain opaque white for prolonged times (several months),
become transparent after their exposure to enzymatically active SIF,
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indicating digestion. Importantly the acoustic signal, generated by the
introduction of these elements in an ultrasound phantom shows the
transformation from bright and easily distinguishable (in presence of
PBS), to dark and weakly scattering materials following exposure to
simulated intestinal fluid. Moreover, further investigation into the
enzymatic degradation of gas vesicles by pancreatin indicated the
degradationof these latter in the spanof 1.5 h at enzyme concentration
approximating those of intestinal fluid, thus further confirming the
enzymatic digestion as the main route of de-activation of the turning-
off ultrasound monitoring elements (see Fig. S7).

TurnON sensing elements responsive to pH were also developed
as alternatives to TurnOFF signals. They make use of a technology
based on the combination of agar and dissolved sodium bicarbonate.
Sodium bicarbonate thus, readily converts itself to CO2 as soon as the
liquid surroundings of the hydrogel experience a significant decrease
in pH. The embedding of this latter in agar40 ensures the entrappment
of generated CO2. As seen in Fig. 3e the as prepared elements scatter
ultrasound only minimally in their native state, while upon incubation
in gastric fluid gives rise to the quasi-immediate appearance of mac-
roscopic bubbles within their structure. The ultrasound scattering
intensity is greatly amplified, turning in this way the sensing
element on.

Cell and tissue compatibility of the leak-sensing sealant patch
With the sensing elements’ working principle established, the layered
formulation including its sensing elements and mIPN mediated
attachment method was studied as per its interaction with different
tissues and cells. In Fig. 4, the cytocompatibility and tissue interfacing
characteristics of the applied patch are assessed using toxicity and
viability assays in addition to histology of stomach, small intestine and
colon porcine tissues. In order to characterize the cytotoxicity of the
as-applied formulations, the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release of
fibroblast cells aswell as their viabilitywasmeasuredupon exposure to
hydrogel-conditioned cell culture medium (Fig. 4a, b). Following an
established evaluationmethod41, as prepared and as-applied hydrogels
were incubated with small quantities of cell medium simulating the
gradual incorporation of the materials to the application area. The
perfusion was iterated four times, and the cell culture medium col-
lectedwas then added to the humanprimary fibroblast cells for lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) release and cell metabolic viability assessment.
The data indicates negligible cytotoxicity from the first iteration
onwards with as little as <6% toxicity and >75% metabolic activity
compared to the respective control. These results indicate cyto-
compatibility of the as-prepared materials from synthesis to
application.

Fig. 3 | Therapeutic elements and sensing. a Scanning electronmicrograph (SEM)
of a cross-section of the as-prepared hydrogel patch generated in backscattering
mode, showcasing the layered structure of the sealant composed of a backing,
adhesion layer and antibacterial el-ement (ZnO (2.5mg/mL) in PAAm). Samples
were analysed in duplicate. Double edged arrows & dotted line denote beginning
and end of corresponding layer. b SEM images of (I) porous character of the
adhesion layer after contact with simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) during a 24h
sealing experiment, (II) non-porous character of the backing layer of the same
sealant after 24h. Samples were analysed in duplicate. c Swelling of individual
layers aswell as fully assem-bledhydrogel patch in simulated intestinalfluidat 37 °C
(connecting lines for eye guidance). n = 3 (independently prepared hydrogel sam-
ples). Data shown as mean ± standard deviation. d Antibacterial activity against

E.coli and differential Zn release from double-layer gels as a function of biological
fluid and time, TSB tryptic soy broth. n = 3 (independent samples). Data shown as
mean ± standard deviation. e Functioning principle of the TurnOFF sensing ele-
ment. Photographs and ultrasound images of 100 µL, 20 vol% Halo gas vesicle
embedded in PAAm sensing element inside gel phantom; as-prepared and after
deactivation following con-tact with SIF. e Functioning principle of the TurnON
sensing element. Photographs and ul-trasound images of sodium bicarbonate in
100 µL agar gels embedded in a gel phantom as prepared and after contact with
simulated gastric fluid (SGF). Figure wide color coding: light blue—adhesive sup-
port, dark blue—non-adhesive backing, orange—PNAGAmIPN. Figure 3a, e has been
created using biorender.com.
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Furthermore, Fig. 4c shows the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining of porcine stomach, small intestine and colon once sealed
with sensing element equipped hydrogels. The firm interlocking of the
hydrogel sealant with each of the tissues is made apparent by the firm
dressing of the exterior lining of each tissue’s serosawith the hydrogel.
Upon closer examination, both freshly applied and after 2 h of contact
with digestive fluids showcase stable and firm bonding to the exterior
of the tissuewall, while leaving the inner structures intact and identical
to the control (for bare tissue without sealant, see Fig. S8). Thus, these
results provide a first indication for biocompatible high tissue adhe-
sion in line with the tensile tests for three different tissue types using a
mIPN mediated grafting.

Tissue sealing and adhesion capabilities undermost demanding
conditions
For leak sensing to take effect and for the boundaries of the layered
patches to be pushed towards a diagnostic and even prognostic class
of sealants, successful and lasting leak sealing under digestive condi-
tions and on tissues served as benchmark. The sealing capabilities of
the multifunctional patches applied on porcine small intestine tissue
were put to test under most demanding conditions by setting up an
experiment, which brings in contact the patch with the tissue and its
digestive fluid contents in a well-standardized manner. More specifi-
cally, fresh porcine small intestine with a 4mm hole (mimicking a

major anastomotic leak) is then sealed with a 2 cm wide circular
layered patch grafted via mIPN and mounted on a two-compartment
setup. The top compartment is then loadedwith 7 g of biological fluids
of interest, namely SIF, SGF and PBS. The system is incubated at 37 °C
and orbitally shaken to simulate bowel movement. The leakage of
these fluids is thenmonitored and compared to controls where tissues
have no hole and no attached sealant. The sealant patches equipped
with TurnOFF sensing elements and ZnO antibacterial compartments
or TurnON sensing elements were found to perform equally or better
than tissue without holes at mitigating leakage for up to 24 h of both
simulated intestinal and gastric fluid (see Figure S1). More specifically,
up to8 hunder thedescribed conditions, no sampleexhibits leakage in
either of the categories defined by the incubating biological fluid. At
the 24 h level, some leakage can be observed also in the corresponding
controls, indicating increased permeability of the tissues over time.
Despite the finite tissue lifetime, it is notable that all samples remained
firmly attached to the tissue even after 24 h in direct contact with
digestive fluids, underlining the high-performance adhesion and sea-
lant capabilities of the developed patches. While these results are not
fully representative of the even greater variety of gastrointestinal
milieus present in different patients with different conditions, it is
notable that these come in stark contrast to Tachosil sealed holes,
which leak within minutes in the settings15 explored and offer no
diagnostic feature. Further light into the behavior of the sealant

Fig. 4 | Cell and tissue compatibility. a Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release
cytotoxicity assay offibroblasts treatedwith conditioned cellmedium as a function
of perfusion iterations of the sealant patches with 5mL ofmedium. Positive control
(positive control (PC), 100% lysis, 0.1% TritonX) shown in gray. n = 3 (independent
samples). Data shown as mean ± standard deviation. b Corresponding cell viability
of fibroblasts based on metabolic activity using an ATP dependent Cell Titer Glo
assay. Metabolic activity values expressed relative to untreated control. n = 3
(independent samples). Data shown as mean± standard deviation. c Attach-ment

and interfacing of hydrogel sealant on tissue as showcased by H&E stained biopsy
sec-tions of porcine stomach, small intestine and colon at two different magnifi-
cations. Histology samples were prepared in duplicate. Figure wide color coding:
purple—double layer patch without mIPN, intense red—fully applied patch using
PNAGA mIPN, blue—fully applied patch using PNAGA mIPN including a TurnON
sensing element, turquoise green—fully applied patchusing PNAGAmIPN including
a TurnOFF sensing element, dark gray—positive control. Figure 4c has been created
using biorender.com.
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patches under digestive conditions was shed using burst pressure and
additional T-peeling experiments performed under digestive condi-
tions (see Figure S1c, d). Adhesion under those conditions, including
shaking and immersive digestive fluid contact was observed to retain
at least 50% of its initial adhesion after 8 h of incubation under enzy-
matically active intestinal fluid contact, while in the case of gastric
effluents (pH of 2.0), values remained close to levels upon application.
Lastly, burst pressure was also investigated under conditions of
digestivefluid contact, showcasing similarmaximal burst pressures for
both SGF and SIF conditions, overall greatly surpassing the native
maximal intestinal burst pressure42.

Demonstration of leak sealing and detection capabilities in vitro
and in vivo
With high sealant performance evaluated, the patch technology as a
way to unambiguously identify an impending leak of digestive fluids
was assessed. Firstly, the distinguishable character of the acoustic
signal of TurnOFF sensing elements, compared to intestinal tissue, was
put to the test and highlighted by the attachment of a gas vesicle
loaded patch on a 1m segment of porcine intestine (see Fig. S9). The
intestine segment sealed by the patch was then placed into a box,

simulating the abdominal cavitywithmultiple layers of intestineon top
of each other. Upon ultrasound examination, the patch is immediately
identifiable and discernible from intestine alone, even by untrained
eyes. Based on these results, each layered patch variation equipped
respectively with TurnOFF or TurnON sensing elements was used to
seal a tubular segment of small intestinal tissue containing digestive
fluid (Fig. 5). The tissue was either left intact (control) or perforated
with a 4mm biopsy punch, this way aiming to simulate a breach of
sutures. Enzyme-responsive TurnOFF sensing element loaded patches
were exposed to SIF while pH-responsive TurnON sensing element
loaded systems were exposed to SGF. The change in signal produced
by the elementswasmonitored using awireless, handheldClarius 7HD
probe controlled by a portable device (smartphone or ipad). At dis-
crete time intervals, the tissues were imaged by ultrasound imaging.
The system’s evolution was then followed under well-controlled
ex vivo conditions in order to define both the functioning and the
earliest moment an up and coming or occurring leak could be detec-
ted. From Fig. 5a, it can be observed that the samples bearing no hole
retained their characteristic sensing element patterns over the entire
timeline of the experiment. In contrast, the samples that experience a
suture breach (and contain a 4mm hole exposing the sealant to SIF)

Fig. 5 | Ultrasound-based leak detection ex vivo and in vivo. Ex vivo ultrasound
images obtained using an ipad controlled Clarius L7 HD probe of (a) a TurnOFF
patterned hydrogel patch attached to intestine filled with SIF, equipped with a
4mm hole simulating the perforation. The suture sites are monitored over six
hours, showcasing pattern disappearance, N ≥ 3. b TurnON sensing element
equipped hydrogel patch attached to an intestinal tissue model, filled with SGF
indicating suture perforation by increased ultrasound scattering after fifteen
minutes of contact with SGF, n ≥ 3. c In vivo application of TurnOFF DL-patches on
piglet intestine with a defect. c-i 4mm defect formation on live small porcine
intestine. c-ii photograph of patch immediately after application on the defect.
Sensing elements are clearly visible (red arrows). c-iii sealant patch 2 h post

application on formed defect, presenting containment of digestive leak.
d Ultrasound data recorded (d-i) immediately after patch application and surgical
closure of the abdomen with a running suture. Sensing elements are discernible
(red arrows). (ii), (d-ii) 2 h after application, sensing elements were not detectable
anymore, in line with the disappearance of the opaque dots (c-iii). e Histological
micrographs of intestinal tissue collected after euthanasia of the piglet shows firm
attachment of the hydrogel to the serosa of the small intestine tissue and no visible
tissue damage. Two samples were analysed yielding visually indistinguishable
results. Figure wide color coding: red arrows—TurnOFF sensing element active.
Figure 5d has been created using biorender.com.
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gradually lose their characteristic pattern and sensing elements gra-
dually disappear. This change in sensing elements pattern becomes
already visible at the 3 h mark while it is even more evident at the 6 h
time point, indicating that breaches of tissue by intestinal fluid could
be detected in as little 3 h post breach. Importantly, the sealant patch
remained firmly attached and effectively prevented leakage of diges-
tive fluid. Furthermore, in the case of pH-responsive TurnON sensing
elementsmonitoring SGF filled tissue for suture breaches (Fig. 5b), the
activation of the sensing element appears even faster, with 15minutes
being enough to give a clear distinguishable signal in the case of patch-
digestive fluid contact. Notably, the above experiments not only con-
firmed the optimal functioning combination of triggerable sensing
elements and the sealant character of the patches via an mIPN, they
also allowed for contrast changes to occur before any leak had taken
hold, paving the way for sealants to become platforms of both diag-
nosis and prognosis potential. Taken all the above together, it is also
important to observe some of the prevailing qualities of an mIPN
designed for the purposes of sealing tissues under digestive leak
conditions. These can be discretized as (i) being mechanically stable
under harsh digestive conditions, (ii) having little to no interaction
with the functioning of the patch or its components, (iii) having a
composition that is not disruptive to tissue and the sealing interface.

Following confirmation of the patches being able to reliably
report on the presence of digestive fluids ex vivo all while sealing
tissues under demanding conditions, sensing patches were applied in
an in vivo proof-of-concept setting (see Fig. 5c). More specifically, in a
piglet model, a 4mm defect was created at the level of the small
intestine (Fig. 5c). The defect was then sealed with a TurnOFF circular
layered hydrogel patch. Additionally, a reference patch was placed on
intact intestine on the contralateral side and the abdominal cavity of
the treated pig was closed by a running suture. The approximate
application site was fiducially marked on the outer body of the hog.
After closure, the patches were imaged and could be readily identified
based on the characteristic ultrasound signal (Fig. 5d).

After identification, the model pig was allowed to rest under
anesthesia for 2 h before re-assessing the state of the hydrogel sealants
based on their echogenic signal. Upon examination, the signals of the
defect bearing site were not discernible by ultrasound anymore, in
contrast to the contralateral hydrogel patch on intact intestinal tissue.
Subsequently, the abdominal cavity was opened and the locus of
application was visually examined. The hydrogel sealants were found
firmly attached to the intestinal tissue, effectively containing the leak
(Fig. 5c, e and Fig. S10). Sensing elements in the patch sealing the
defect were not easily discernible anymore by visual inspection of the
patch, confirming the ultrasound observations and the feasibility of
the sensing concept. Biopsy samples of native as well as layered
hydrogel-sealed tissueswerecollected andhistologically analysed. The
resulting histological analyses indicate firm attachment of the hydro-
gel on the tissue serosa (see Fig. 5e) confirming previous in vitro
results. No detectable tissue damage or alternations were found.

Overall, these experiments showcase the effective protection of
the indicative sutured area, prompt sensing response of the layered
adhesives upon gastrointestinal fluid contact and the straightforward
distinguishability of the created signal compared to native abdominal
tissue. In vivo investigations demonstrate the feasibility of the pre-
sented approach both from the sensing modality point of view as well
as from the attachment method compatibility perspective. Taken
together, the above results set the foundations for a technology that
allows for the early detection of anastomosis deteriorations by physi-
cians giving them the opportunity to intervene before digestive leaks
occur, as well as adjust patient regimen based on patch integrity and
signal. These latter alsounderscore and foreshadow the important role
of sutures during events of deterioration, as in the inevitable case of a
leak, they allow the limitation of leaked fluid volumes. Thus, while the
development of technologies capable of offering sutureless surgeries,

abdominal cavity operations shall be seen as inneed for suture support
rather than suture replacement.

Discussion
This work presents a first-of-its-kind sealant suture support hydrogel
patch with integrated leak-containment and monitoring capabilities
for the early detection of leaks occurring at sutured reconnections
within the abdominal cavity. The prepared layered and compartmen-
talized adhesives comprise a non-adhesive backing and an adhesive
suture support layer containing triggerable sensing elements that
TurnOFF or TurnON in a timely manner, depending on the digestive
fluid that may be breaching the sutures. The layers of the as designed
patch work in synergy to ensure easily discernible ultrasound signal
changes all while remaining adhered on perforated tissues. They are
attachable in a tissue-agnostic high-performance manner to various
organ walls, ranging from the stomach to the colon. They do so by
design, thanks to their grafting via a performance-optimized compo-
sition, mutually interpenetrating network. This network, made of
PNAGA (employed here in a contradicting manner to its well-studied
role as a non-adhesive barrier), is capable of bridging patch and tissues
in a robustmanner and in absence of crosslinkers. The combination of
a polyanionic PAMPS contact layer and a PNHEA backing allows the
former to develop a porous structure, despite being traversed by a
robust PNAGAnetwork, when in contactwith biological fluids and thus
make use of active substances within effluents, while leaving the
backing intact. Thus, the contact with digestive fluid in synergy with
the swellable adhesive layer of the patch, were used to turn-off ultra-
sound sensing elements composed of Halo gas vesicles via in-gel
enzymatic digestion mediated by pancreatin. Alternatively, pH-
responsive TurnON sensing elements made of an agar-bicarbonate
formulation indicated contactwith simulated gastric fluid. The sensing
elements prepared being triggered via digestion or transformation in a
matter of 3 h and 15min for the TurnOFF and TurnON variations,
respectively, pave the road to ultrasound monitoring of suture sites
and sealing under conditions of leak through firm tissue anchoring.
The robust attachment was also confirmed using biopsy cuts of fresh
abdominal tissues and indicated firm and tissue-compatible attach-
ment even in the presence of digestive fluids all while proving highly
cytocompatible already from the first perfusion cycle on fibroblast
cells. The designed patches were thus evaluated as per their sealing
capabilities and indicated a high-performance leak containment, sus-
taining contact with SIF, SGF and PBS for up to 24 h with minimal
leaking comparable or better than intact native tissue. The patches
were further attached to tubular pieces of intestinal tissue, equipped
with incisions simulating the severe breaching of sutures in post-
operative scenarios, in an effort to assess the sensingmodalities under
the harshest controlled conditions. Ultrasound monitoring of these
latter using ahandheldprobe anda tablet allowed for the identification
of digestive intestinal fluid breaches as early as 3 h. While in the case in
the case of gastric fluid and pH-responsive TurnON sensing elements
signals of digestive effluent contact were clearly observable as early as
15min post contact. Importantly, the signals produced by the patches
were also easily discernible compared to native tissues. Proof of con-
cept in vivo studies in a piglet model demonstrated the feasibility of
the approach both from the sensing perspective as well as the
anchoring method.

As such and while further animal studies and material optimiza-
tion (fate and biodegradation) are envisaged, addressing both long
term compatibility as well as performance optimization under diges-
tive leak conditions, the herein presented technology paves the way
for themodernization of suture supports. We presentedmaterials that
adhere in a high-performance, long-lasting manner, all while being
capable of weathering contact with digestive fluids. Additionally, the
combination of those sealants with sensory compartments within the
patches offer entirely new capabilities and open the road to diagnostic
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and prognostic sealants. These ones capable of informing on the state
of the sutures and the necessity to intervene based on easy-to-readout
and entirely biocompatible echogenic sensing moieties.

Additionally, the demonstrated and illustrative combination of
sensing moieties with therapeutic elements such as antibacterials
(ZnO, or gentamicin) gave rise to adhesives that could both detect but
also potentially prevent infection in a stimuli responsive manner via
the release of therapeutics. Continued investigations into synergies of
those elements could give rise suture supports that release therapeutic
payloads following an external trigger43.

The development of intelligent materials such as the above pre-
sented can lead to the much-needed danger alleviation of peritonitis
and sepsis, commonly caused by leaks of digestive fluid in the peri-
toneal cavity at the level of sutures. Additionally, with the signals of the
developed patch being detectable with an inexpensive ultrasound
probe and a tablet, the developed patch technology enables a
radiation-free and potentially implantable drain-free routine mon-
itoring of patients combined with the ability to unambiguously detect
impending digestive leaks while on the move (ambulance) or at the
hospital. All in all, the above layered suture supportpresents a versatile
and holistic solution to suture leak monitoring applicable to a multi-
tude tissues within the abdominal cavity.

Methods
We confirm that our research complies with all relevant ethical reg-
ulations. Animal experiments have been approved by the Commission
of the Medical Faculty of Pilsen, Charles University (project ID: MSMT-
15629/2020-4), and are under control of the Ministry of Agriculture of
the Czech Republic.

Chemicals and materials
All materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck) with the
exception of N-acryloyl glycinamide which was purchased from
Abmole (Belgium). N-hydroxyl ethyl acrylate (NHEA) and (2-acryla-
mido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid) sodium salt (PAMPS)
monomers were purified by passing them through a plug of basic
alumina (Brockmann Grade I). Acrylamide, N,N′-Methylenebisacry-
lamide (mBAA)were usedwithout further purification. Teflonmolds
for shaping hydrogels were manufactured in-house featuring var-
ious shapes and depths of 0.9mm. Fresh porcine tissues were
obtained from a local slaugtherhouse (Schlachtbetrieb St Gallen,
Switzerland). The intestine was cleaned of its contentsmanually and
divided into pieces. Tissues were preferably used fresh or thawed
once and subsequently used for experiments. Lyophilized ox-bile
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was reconstituted using
milliQ water.

Intestinal fluid preparation
Simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) was prepared using lyophilized pan-
creatin powder (>8 USP) and a protocol from the united states phar-
macopoeia (Test Solutions, United States Pharmacopeia 30, NF 25,
2007) as previously used in other studies44. In brief, (6.8 g, 50mmol)
monobasic potassium phosphate was dissolved in 250mL milliQ
water. To this solution, (77mL 0.2mol/L) sodium hydroxide solution
and 500mL milliQ water were added and mixed along with (10 g)
pancreatin (from porcine pancreas, 8 USP units activity/g). The SIF/P
suspension was adjusted to pH 6.8 with either 0.2mol/L sodium
hydroxide or 0.2mol/L hydrochloric acid and diluted with water to
1000mL.

Gastric fluid preparation
Simulated gastric fluid (SGF) was made using the guidelines from the
United States pharmacopoeia. More specifically, a 35mM NaCl solu-
tion was prepared from distilled water. The solution was then adjusted
to pH = 2.0 using 0.1M HCl and used straight away.

Hydrogel preparation and assembly
In order to prepare the suture support hydrogel patches, stock solu-
tions of eachof the layerable componentswerepreparedfirst andwere
sequentially added and polymerized into Teflon molds of desired
dimensions. Towards the preparation of the sensing element layers, a
polymerizable mix stock solution made of acrylamide monomer
(AAm) was prepared by dissolving the monomer powder in milliQ
water at 20wt%. In parallel, a 2wt% crosslinker solution was made by
dissolution of (0.2 g, 1.3mmol) N,N′-Methylenebisacrylamide (mBAA)
dissolved in 9.8 g Milli-Q water. Both prepared solutions were kept for
a maximum 30 days stored at 0–4 °C. Photoinitiator stock solutions
(4.825mg, 21 µmol) 2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropio-
phenone (Irgacure 2959) were dissolved in 1mL Milli-Q water, by
20min sonication and were kept in the dark. By combination of the
above stock solutions, the polymerizable basis and matrix for the
sensing elements was prepared by mixing 5mL of 20wt% AAm, 108 µL
of mBAA crosslinker stock solution and 500 µL of Irgacure 2959
(monomer/crosslinker ratio of 2000). From this resulting mix (20wt%
AAm,mBAA, Irgacure 2959), were prepared 20% vol gas vesicle (Ana or
Halo) dispersions (1mL gas vesicles: 4mL 20wt% AAm, mBAA, Irga-
cure 2959) which served as TurnOFF sensing elements.

Regarding antibacterial elements, the previously described AAm
monomer polymerizable mix (20wt% AAm, mBAA, Irgacure 2959) was
used to prepare dispersions at the desired ZnO nanoparticle con-
centration (such as 2.5mg/mL). Prior to polymerization dispersions
were sonicated ensuring that particles were well dispersed prior to
polymerization.

All polymerizable mixes accounting for sensing or antibacterial
elements were then placed in the formof 5 µL and 12.5 µL volumes (Gas
vesicle sensing element mix & ZnO antibacterial mix respectively) in a
periodic arrangement of interest on Teflon molds (circular: d: 2 cm,
thickness 0.2 cm & rectangular: 7 × 3 x 0.2 cm or 7 × 1.5 × 0.2 cm or
3 × 1.5 × 0.2 cm). The sensing element and antibacterialmix dropswere
then polymerized for 5min using a UVASPOT 400/Tmercury lamp at a
distance of 30 cm from the source. The light sourcewas also equipped
with a filter (H2) allowing the spectrum interval from 300nm till the
visible to reach the polymerizable mix.

With the first discrete element layer prepared, anAMPSmonomer
mix consisting of 4mL of 50wt% of AMPS (aliquoted from the as
received stock), 20 µL of mBAA stock and 30.6 µL of Irgacure stock
solution, was prepared and used to add 300 µL of this latter on the
polymerized sensing and antibacterial elements and the circularTeflon
mold. After evenly spreading the mix and allowing the solution to
settle for 1min, the layer was polymerized as previously described for
5min. This formed the suture support layer, typically in contact with
the tissue.

With the suture support layer embedded with functional ele-
ments, in place, the same procedurewas followed for the formation of
the backing. Thus, using a 300 µL backing mix coming from a poly-
merizable stock solution composed of pure, inhibitor removed, 2mL
NHEA monomer, mixed with 2mL of milliQ water, 53.32 µL of mBAA
2wt% stock solution and 302 µL of the previously prepared Irgacure
solution, the monomer mix was spread on the underlying support
layer and left to diffuse in the support layers for 1min before a 5min
polymerization step. The prepared patches were then kept in themold
and protected from drying using a polyethylene foil until application.

In a similar fashion but with a difference at the level of the
incorporation of the TurnON sensing element ultrasound activable
layered hydrogels were assembled. More specifically TurnON sensing
elements were prepared bymaking a 2wt% agar in water solution. This
latter one, was heated to 100 °C and when the temperature was
reached 2wt% of NaHCO3 was added to the stirring mix. After homo-
genization the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and
once gelled was cut in cylinders of 8mm in diameter using an 8mm
sterile biopsy punch.
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With the bulk of the sensing element prepared the cylindrical gels
were cut into disks of 0.2 cm thickness using sterile scalpels. The
prepareddiskswere thenmounted in an 8mmhole created at the level
of a pre-polymerized PAMPS hydrogel layer to accommodate the
sensing disk. The construct was fused together using 300 µL of the
polymerizable NHEA backing mix as earlier described.

The mIPN polymerizable mix was prepared by mixing 2 g NAGA,
4mL milliQ water, 450 µL 6.33mg/mL LAP.

All prepared layered gels were foiled into the preparedmolds and
stored in at 0–4 °C after preparation and before use or used directly.

Scanning electron microscopy
Hydrogel samples that were either freshly prepared or swollen in the
cupmodel setting for 24 h inbiologicalfluidswere lyophilized for 24 h.
The resulting pieces were mounted onto an SEM holder using carbon
tape and coated with a (5 nm) layer of carbon using a Safematic CCU-
010 coater. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was per-
formed on a Quanta 650 SEM (FEI, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at an
accelerating voltage of 10 kV.

Swelling experiments
The relative swelling ratio Rrel is defined as,

Rrel =
Ms

Mi
ð1Þ

where MS is the mass of the hydrogel sample after swelling for a given
time point, Mi is the initial mass of the hydrogel sample. Initially 50 µL
hydrogels were transferred into vials. Then (5mL) of biological fluid
(N = 3 for each fluid) were added respectively to investigate the
dynamic hydrogel swelling in different physiological fluids. Finally, the
falcon tubes were transferred onto a shaker (Titramax 101, Heidolph,
200 rpm) and incubated at 37 °C with shaking. The mass of the
hydrogels was deduced by measuring the residual mass of the falcon
after residual fluid removal. This was done at time points 1 h, 2 h, 4 h,
16 h and 24 h swelling. The average relative swelling ratios in different
simulated body fluids were obtained at different time points.

Zn2+ release in biological fluids and antimicrobial activity
ZnO containing hydrogels were placed inside 15mL polypropylene
falcon tubes. These were loaded with 7mL of digestive or biological
fluid of interest. After a given amount of time 0.5mL of the incubating
fluid was removed and replaced with fresh one. The extracted aliquots
were further digested using a 2mL 67% high purity HNO3 and 1mL of
30% high purity peroxide H2O2 in a microwave reactor. The resulting
digest was diluted withmilliQ water to 10mL andwas used tomeasure
ICP-OES and determine the concentration of zinc for each time point.
Measurements were carried out in triplicates. Antimicrobial activity
against E. coli was measured using previously established protocols.
Briefly, E. coli were exposed to extracts and bacterial growth was
assessed by a kinetic measurement in a plate reader. Bacterial growth
inhibition was expressed relatively to the gentamycin hydrogel
control.

mIPN formation—hydrogel application
All hydrogel samples prepared were applied on porcine tissue serosa.
Hydrogels that were prepared as previously described were immersed
for 10min in 1.5mL of a polymerizable mix water solution, consisting
of 33wt%NAGAmonomermix. For 3mLof thedesiredmix 1 gofNAGA
powder was mixed with 2mL of MilliQ water and 225 µL of a 6.33mg/
mL LAP initiator solution. The incubation was performed in a 10mL
polyethyelene cup topped by a second plastic cup of the same size.
This allowed to avoid drying and hydrogel curling due to swelling.
After the incubation timewas completed the tissue serosawasbrought
in contact with (150 µL for d = 2 cm circular patches) of polymerizable

fluidmix, at the area of application of the hydrogel (excluding the area
of the (4mm) hole, in the case of model experiments). The swollen
hydrogels were then applied to the intestine making sure that no
bubbles are trapped at the interface. Once in place a transparent glass
plate was used to assure firm contact of the gel with the tissue surface
and the samples were then subjected to 5min of visible light irradia-
tion using a 2x6W – 365 nm VL-206.BL lamp.

Adhesion measurements
The adhesion strengths of the applied hydrogel patches on porcine
tissues including stomach, small intestine and colon were investigated
following the procedures described in the ASTM standard F 2256-0545

(for the T peel test) and the ASTM standard F 2255-0546 (for the lap-
shear test). The tissues after being thawed at room temperature, were
cut into pieces of 7 cm×1.5 cm using a scalpel. In order to limit the
deformation of the gel and tissue16, rigid transparent films (CG3720
color laser transparency film, 3M) were used as backing layers, after
being cut to the size of the applied hydrogel patches (5 cm× 1.5 cm×
0.2 cm) or intestine pieces and were attached to these latter with the
use of a liquid superglue (Pattex Super Glue). The hydrogels were then
applied to the intestine pieces as described earlier and the free ends of
the hydrogel and the intestine piece were loaded to the instrument’s
clamps. Similarly, and to probe the adhesion energy of the backing
post application, as described patches were applied in the indicated
manner on mock Teflon setups. They were then flipped to bring the
PNHEA backing in interaction with the tissue’s serosa, which was
sprayedwith PBS to simulate 100%humidity of the abdominal cavity. A
rigid backing was this time applied on the opposite site and the
experiment was repeated as detailed. The loading rate was kept con-
stant at 250mm/min and the standard force-strain curves were
recorded. The T peel strength was calculated as the maximum plateau
value of the ratio between the standard force and width of the sample.
At least three independent experiments were carried out per
experimental group.

Tensile measurements
Using custom dumbbell-shaped Teflon molds 4.5 cm in length and
0.5 cm in width tensile property tests of the various layers of the
investigatedpatcheswere tested. Sample volumeswere kept equal and
layer volumes were adjusted to maintain comparable final sample
sizes. The tensile properties were thus measured with a mechanical
testing machine (Zwick/Roell Z100 (Zwick/Roell, Ulm, Germany)). All
tests were done at a constant tensile speed of 5mm/min. At least three
independent experiments were carried out per experimental group.

Rheological measurements
Dynamic shear oscillation measurements were used to characterize
the viscoelastic properties of the layered hydrogel patches before and
after application to tissue systems. These were done with as prepared
patches but also after application to tissues and contact with digestive
effluents at 37 °C. All the samples were fit to the rheometer (MCR 301,
Anton Paar) receptacle size using a 25mmTurnusWadpunch. Slippery
samples due to swelling with biological fluids were immobilized using
sandpaper at the level of the Peltier and rotating plate. All measure-
ments were carried out at 37 °C with the oscillatory strain sweep
measurements, performed at a constant frequency of 1 Hz while the
oscillatory frequency sweep measurements were performed at a fixed
constant strain of 1% over a frequency range of 0.01–10Hz.

Ultrasoundphantommaking for sensing elementbenchmarking
Phantoms were created using 20wt% acrylamide polymerizable
stocks. These comprised ammoniumpersulfate as the initiator, TEMED
as the accelerant and were polymerized at 60 °C in an oven. A typical
stock consisted of 500mL 20wt% AAm, 5.4mL of mBAA 2%, 800 µL
pure TEMED. The usual phantommaking process consisted in the use
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of aplastic rectangularmold 12 cm×6 cmx6 cmtowhichan initial base
layer of 60mL of the above described mix was added. To that was
added 2.240mL of ammonium persulfate 60mg/mL and the reacting
systemwas then left to react for 5min at 60 °C inside anoven. The base
layer prepared, echogenic elements were placed in the order wanted
on the surface of the first layer. To that was then added 210mL of the
phantom mix premixed with 7.84mL of the ammonium persulfate
initiator. After 5min at 60 °C the phantom gel was removed from the
mold and placed in a fridge at 2-4 °C. This allowed to remove air
bubbles that appeared during mixing or degassing due to oven incu-
bation. Measurements were performed the following day.

DL-Patch—abdominal cavity tissue interaction biopsies
After obtaining freshly collected porcine intestine from Schlachtbe-
trieb St. Gallen, Switzerland, in situ, ex situ andTachosil adhesiveswere
applied on the exterior surface of the fresh porcine intestine (not
perforated). After application the treated intestine was sampled using
an (8mm) biopsy punch. The collected biopsies were immediately
placed in a 4% formalin solution. After 24 h in formalin, the samples
were separated from thebulk of the swollenhydrogel adhesive, leaving
the interface intact, using surgical scissors. The same procedure was
followed in the context of a stationary, post-surgery simulating
experiment, where the as prepared samples were brought in contact
with SIF at 37 °C, 100% humidity and light agitation. Intestinal tissue
was subjected to both pancreatin rich and depleted SIF as a control.

The collected biopsies were then sent to Sophistolab AG, Mut-
tenz, Switzerland where they were block paraffinized, cut and stained
using H&E. The samples were incubated for 5min in Hematoxylin and
30 s in Eosin solutions. For preservation, the samples were dehydrated
in steps (successively 70%,80%,90%, 96%, 100%EtOH, 2% isopropanol,
2 × xylene, 2min each) and mounted for subsequent storage. A ZEISS
Primovert Microscope with an Axiocam 105 (Zeiss, Feldbach, Swit-
zerland) color camera was used for image acquisition.

FTIR
Infrared absorption spectra were measured using a Varian 640-IR
spectrometer equipped with diamond attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) optics from as prepared hydrogel samples.

The hydrogels were flipped on the crystal to record the spectrum
of each layer in the case of layered hydrogels.

Raman microscopy on gastrointestinal tissue with and without
DL-patch
Raman measurements were performed as previously described47,48.
More specifically, measurements were performed on deparaffinized
histological sections on a WITec alpha 300R confocal Raman micro-
scope, equipped with a UHTS 300 Vis spectrometer and an Andor
Newton EMCCD. A linearly polarized 532 nm laser and a laser power of
5mW were used for excitation. A Zeiss EC Epiplan Neofluar Dic 50x
objective (NA0.8)was used. Spectra were acquiredwith an integration
time of 2 s with a step size of 2 µm and in maps of size (50 × 150 µm2),
starting at the outer surface of the gastrointestinal tissue samples.
Three maps from different regions were recorded per sample. The
preprocessed (cosmic ray removed and background-substracted)
spectra were subjected to k-means clustering analysis (Control Four
Software, WITec).

Perfused medium cytotoxicity experiments
Perfused cell medium experiments were performed using a modified
procedure inspired from Darnell et al.41. More precisely, Normal
Human Dermal Fibroblasts (NHDFs, C-12302) (Sigma-Alrdrich, Buchs,
Switzerland, C-12300), a non-cancerous human skinfibroblast cell line,
was cultured under standard culture conditions at 37 °C with (5%)
CO2. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium – high glucose (DMEM)
(#RNBG3787, Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland) supplemented with (10%)

Fetal calf serum (FCS, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), (1%)
L-Glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) and (1%) Penicillin-
Streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) was used as full
growth medium. Respective hydrogel samples (DL-patch, DL-patch
mIPN, DL-patch TurnON, DL-patch TurnOFF) were placed inside
(15mL) falcon tubes and brought to swelling equilibrium by being
incubated with 5mL full growth DMEM – high glucose for 2 h. The
perfused hydrogel medium was then removed and collected marking
the first perfusion iteration. The process was repeated four times. Per
96-plate well (4’000 NHDF) cells were seeded in (100 μL) full growth
medium and allowed to attach. At time point 0 h, 100 μL of perfused
hydrogel supernatant or full growth medium as control was added
respectively (total volume 200 μL) and incubated under standard
culture conditions for 24 h. The cell viability was investigated through
the LDH dependent CytoTox 96 Non-radioactive Cytotoxicity assay
(#G1780, Promega, Dübendorf, Switzerland.) and the ATP dependent
CellTiter-Glo® 2.0 Cell Viability Assay (#G9241, Promega, Dübendorf,
Switzerland) according to the manufacturer procedure respectively.
Untreated cells served as negative control and 0.1% TritonX treated
cells served as positive control. At least three independent experi-
ments were carried out per experimental group.

Intestinal leak sealing model
In order to evaluate the sealant properties of the hydrogels on tissue
of the intestine in a most demanding yet highly reproducible sce-
nario allowing quantitative performance evaluation, a cup-based
anastomotic leak setup was put in place (see Figure S1). Briefly, a
piece of intestine (7 cm) was cut along its length and spread on a
piece of flat teflon. The intestine was punctured with a hole simu-
lating an opening at the level of the sutured anastomotic area, using
a (4mm) biopsy punch. Control samples were not equipped with a
hole while hydrogels and surgical patches sealed the hole bearing
intestine piece, using the previously described procedure. The
sealed intestine was then mounted on a bottomless single-use
polystyrene cup. The intestine attached cup was subsequently
placed on a second polypropylene cup of known mass. The system
was then loaded with (7 g) of freshly prepared simulated intestinal
fluid or with the same quantity of simulated gastric fluid or phos-
phate buffer saline. All the samples were placed inside a box with
humidified atmosphere and loaded on a platform shaker operating
at 40 rpm at 37 °C. The mass of the leaked SIF was then measured at
discrete time intervals. At least three independent experiments
were carried out per experimental group.

Digestive leak adhesion evaluation—T-peel
To evaluate adhesion energies under digestive leak conditions a setup
wasput together to bring patch sealed tissues in contact with digestive
effluents in a well-controlled manner. More specifically rectangular
hollowmolds of dimensions 52 × 69 × 8mm, depth of 5mm and inner
dimensions 40 × 60mm were designed using TinkerCAD (Autodesk)
and 3D printed using a Prusa Mini + (purchased from Prusa research a.
s. Czech 2021) and a 1.75mm Recreus Filaflex Aquamarine flexible
polyurethane filament and a 20% infill. The molds were fitted with a
rectangular piece of intestine sealed with 3 parallelly placed rectan-
gular patches of dimensions 5 × 1.5 cm spaced and applied to fit the
dimensions of the hollowpart of themold. The tissuewas kept in place
by 4 pins and its serosa with the applied sample patches facing
upwards attached from the flexible supports. Themold was then filled
with 10mLof thedigestive fluid of interest and the systemwascovered
with kitchen foil to avoid drying and maintain 100% humidity. The
experiment was initiated by being placed in an oven at 37 °C on top of
an orbital shaker (50 rpm).

At the time point of interest, the tissue/patch sample was
removed from the oven and was cut and prepared into the shape and
form of the samples as described earlier.
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Burst pressure under digestive leak conditions
Burst pressure under conditions of digestive leak was investigated
using a 50ml syringe (Braun, Omnifix) filled with the digestive fluid of
interest and mounted onto a syringe pump (KD Scientific, C/N 78-
9410). These were connected with a custom-made chamber apparatus
created following design criteria elaborated by Mooney et al22. and of
inner diameter of 31mm. The chamber delimited a fillable volume of
15mL and was connected to a pressure sensor (Honeywell, ABP-
DANV060PGSA3). Experiments were performed at flow rates of 2mL/
min. Data were then collected onto a csv file.

Ultrasound suture breach evaluation model
Tubular pieces of freshly thawed small porcine intestine were cut into
7 cm long pieces.With the help of the rear end of a plastic scalpel and a
4mm biopsy punch the tissues were perforated at the middle point of
the tissue, simulated this way a breach at the level of sutures. The
samples were then sealed with a double-layered hydrogel of choice (as
earlier described) and one of their extremities was closed to aid with
fluid loading using a plastic zip tie. The tissue-patch system was then
lifted and secured on tweezers using a holder. At this stage it wasmade
possible to load the tissue with at least 15mL of digestive fluid (SGF or
SIF) and subsequently seal the tissue with a second zip tie. The system
was then placed in transparent foil and incubated for discrete time
intervals at 37 °C on an orbital shaker of 20 rpm. At the desired time
point samples were removed and placed in a plastic box of 6 cm depth
which was filled with ultrasound gel after positioning sealant down of
the sample. The gel filled recipient was then controlled for large air
bubbles, which were removed by the addition of water or the use of a
200μL pipette. Subsequently the systemwas sealed using transparent
foil and a Clarius 7 HD (purchased from Meditron SA. Morges Swit-
zerland) in combination with an ipad (Apple California 2019) probe
was used for ultrasound monitoring. At least three independent
experiments were carried out per experimental group.

In vivo study in a piglet model
An in vivo study certified by the Commission of Work with Experi-
mental Animals at the Medical Faculty of Pilsen, Charles University
(project ID:MSMT-15629/2020-4), and under control of theMinistry of
Agriculture of the Czech Republic has been performed. All procedures
were performed in compliance with the law of the Czech Republic and
in line with the legislation of the European Union. A healthy male
Prestice black-pied pig was pre-medicated using amixture of ketamine
(Narkamon 100mg/mL, BioVeta a.s., Ivanovice na Hané, Czech
Republic) and azaperone (Stresnil 40mg/mL, Elanco AH, Prague,
CzechRepublic) administered intramuscularly. General anesthesia was
maintained by continuous intravenous administration of propofol
(Propofol 2% MCT/LCT Fresenius Medical Care a.s.). Nalbuphin (Nal-
buphin, Torrex Chiesi CZ s.r.o., Czech Republic) which was used
intravenously for analgesia assurance. We entered the abdominal
cavity via a midline laparotomy. A 1 cm large incision, approximately,
was made using electrocoagulation on the small intestine roughly
50 cm aborally from the duodeno-jejunal transition. A second 1 cm
large defect was made at the level of the front wall of the stomach in
the same fashion. The defects were then sealed with a rectangular
layered patch in the case of the stomach and circular layered patches
for the small intestine region (all containing equally spaced TurnOFF
sensing elements of 5 µL each). A single circular hydrogel patch sealant
was attached to a non-defective small intestine region in the opposite
side of the abdominal cavity to prevent potential contamination with
gastrointestinal contents. The abdominal cavity was temporarily
closed using PDS monofilament 2/0 suture (polydioxanone, Ethicon
Inc., New Jersey, USA). Immediately after reconstruction of the
abdominal wall, sonography was performed using a Clarius 7 HD
(purchased from Meditron SA. Morges Switzerland) to locate the
hydrogels in the abdominal cavity and to rule out false positivity of the

diagnostic compound. The animalwasmonitored for 120min, atwhich
point a second sonography was performed to identify the hydrogel
sealants aswell as their changes in termsof echogenicity of the sensing
element and location. At this point the sutured laparotomy was re-
opened and the abdominal cavity was explored. Tissue samples of the
intestinal wall and stomach wall were collected (1. Normal stomach
wall, 2. Stomach wall from the site of application of the hydrogel, 3.
Normal intestinal wall, 4. Intestinal wall from the site of application of
the hydrogel) and fixed in buffered formalin for histological evalua-
tion. The animal was then immediately terminated after sample col-
lection using a cardioplegic solution. Photodocumentation was taken
throughout the experiment.

Statistics and reproducibility
At least three independent experiments were performed per con-
dition. Specific details are indicated in the figure captions. Experi-
ments were repeated over time periods of several months and
performed by different operators in order to ensure repeatability.
Standards in the field were followed and no statistical method was
used to predetermine sample size. No data were excluded from the
analyses.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All the data supporting the findings of this study are available within
themain text of this article and its Supplementary Information, or from
the corresponding authors upon request. Source data are provided
with this paper.
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